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HIGHER DIMENSIONAL GENERALIZATIONS OF THE BLOCH

CONSTANT AND THEIR LOWER BOUNDS

BY

KYONG T. HAHN(l)

ABSTRACT. A higher dimensional generalization of the classical Bloch theorem

depends in an essential way on the "boundedness" of the family of holomorphic mappings

considered. In this paper the author considers two types of such "bounded" families and

obtains explicit lower bounds of the generalized Bloch constants of these families on the

hyperball in the space C" in terms of universal constants which characterize the families.

1. Introduction. The classical Bloch theorem states that if <=# is the family of

holomorphic mappings / from the unit disc into the complex plane C such that

|/'(0)| = 1, and if b(f) denotes the least upper bound of the radii of all univalent

discs that / carries, then the Bloch constant

#<=¥) = inf{¿>(/) : / G jf)

is positive. In this paper we study higher dimensional generalizations of this

theorem and obtain explicit lower bounds for the generalized Bloch constants for

various families of holomorphic mappings on the hyperball in terms of some

universal constants which characterize the given family. The generalized Koebe

constants are among such constants. In any effort to generalize the classical

theorem of Bloch (or Koebe) to higher dimensional spaces one must first decide

a suitable family of holomorphic (or biholomorphic) mappings to work with.

Unlike in the case of one complex variable, the usual normalization (/(0)

= 0, \Jj(0)\ = 1) alone is not enough to guarantee the existence of a positive Bloch

(or Koebe) constant. More precisely, the mappings: w =/(z) = (nZ|,z2/n) map

the unit hyperball in C2 onto the circular domains of the form:

n->,|2 + n>2|2< 1,

which contains no hyperball of positive radius, see §2 for more details. In other

words, the corresponding family <JI in the higher dimensional space C", n > 1,

is too vast to expect ß(<=¥) > 0.
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In this paper we consider two types of families, <Jf\ and <Jr\x, see §2 for

definitions, and obtain explicit lower bounds of the Bloch constants for ^ in §3

and for <Jr\x in §4.

2. Generalized notions of Koebe and Bloch constants. Let D be a bounded

homogeneous domain in the space C" which is star-shaped with respect to

0 G D. D is star-shaped with respect to 0 if z G D implies rz E D for

0 < r < 1. We denote Dr = {rz : z E D} and dDr = the boundary of Dr. In

particular, if D is the unit hyperball B = [z : \z\ < 1}, |z|2 = ¡z, j2 + ... +|z„|2,

then Br is just the hyperball of radius r > 0.

Let w = f(z) be a holomorphic mapping of D into the space C". The mapping

/is univalent in D if it is one-to-one in D. To each point z° G D we associate the

number dj(z°) as follows:

df(z°) = sup{r > 0 : there exists a subdomain G c D such that

fis univalent in G and/(z°) + Dr c /(G)},

if Jj(z°) ^ 0, and ci-(z°) = 0, otherwise; here Jj(z°) denotes the Jacobian of/at

z° and f(z°) + Dr = {/(z°) + rf : f E D}. Then í/j(z) is a nonnegative contin-

uous function of z E D.

For each family <=>■/ of holomorphic mappings/ : D —> C, we formally define

the (generalized) Bloch constant of D relative to <=H, or in brief, the Bloch constant

of^f(D), by

(la) /3(^/) = ßLJf, D) = mf{b(f) : f E ^}

where

(lb) b(f) = sup{cï}(z) :z ED}.

For each z G F we also define

(2) /8(^/,z) = inf{4(Z):/G^}.

Then

(3) ß(Jf, t) < /?(<=¥)    for all z G £>.

If <Jfx  and ^"/2 are two families of holomorphic mappings / : D -» C with

<=¿/i C c=#2, then

(4) ¿8Mi) < ¿Sic*,).

Let S be the family of univalent holomorphic mappings / : D —> C with the

following normalization conditions at 0:
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(5a) /(0) = 0,

(5b) 17/0)1 = 1.

The (generalized) Koebe constant of D relative to £, or the Koebe constant of

¿S(D), is defined to be the following number:

(6) k(S) = k(<S,D) = sup{ r > 0 : Dr c   D f(D)

We note that

(7) k(¿) = ß(j;,0) < ß(j;).

A standard normal family argument shows that k(J¡), and hence ß(S) are

positive if the family <S is bounded, see [2, Lemma 3]. On the other hand, a simple

example shows that if S is unbounded, then k(£) = 0 and, also, ß(<=H) = 0 for

any family <=?■/ of holomorphic mappings which contains S. The following

example demonstrates this phenomenon:

Let / : B —» C2, where F c C2, be a sequence of biholomorphic mappings

given by f„(z) = (nzx,z2/n) [5]. Clearly, f„(0) = 0 and 7/„(0) = 1. Furthermore,

|w,|2/n2 -I- n2|w2|2 < 1 on F. Thus, the image domains/(F) degenerate to the

complex plane: tv2 = 0 as n —> oo. Hence, C\„fn(B) contains no hyperball of a

positive radius, which clearly implies k(<£) = 0. It is also clear that ß(S) = 0.

Hence, by (4), ß(<=V) = 0 if S c ^V. From this remark, the Bloch constant ß{=H)

being positive depends on the "boundedness" of the family <Ji.

By Ji(K) we denote the bounded family of univalent holomorphic mappings

/ : D -^ DK satisfying (5a) and (5b). For this family ¿S(K) we simply let

k(K) = k(S(K)). It is often convenient to work with the subfamily ¿S0(K)

C £(K) with (5b) replaced by

(8) (df/dz)0 = 7„,

where (df/dz)0 denotes the Jacobian matrix of / at z = 0, and I„ the nXn

identity matrix. For the Koebe constant of <S0(K), we use k0(A) = k(J¡0(K)).

We note that k(J>,D) < 1, as it follows easily from the generalized Koebe-

Faber distortion theorem [2, Theorem 6]. (In [2] we used r0(D) for the Koebe

constant of F relative to S .)

Let A2 and A2 denote the smallest and the largest characteristic values of the

hermitian matrix A* A, where A = A¡ = (df /dz) is the Jacobian matrix of/and

A* the conjugate transpose of A. In this paper we consider the following two

types of families:

oVr = <¿h (K) = the family of holomorphic mappings f : D -+ C such that

there exists a constant K > 0 with

}
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(I) max AAz) < K,       0 < r < 1.

<Jfxx = <=H\X(K) = the family of holomorphic mappings / : D -+ C such that

there exists a constant K > 0 with

(II) max A,(z) < F max X,(z),       0 < r < 1.

H. Wu ([1], [5]) calls the mapping w = f(z) satisfying (II) for some K > 0 in

the unit hyperball B a quasi-conformal holomorphic mapping of order K and shows

essentially that every such mapping/ subject to the condition \J¡(0)\ > a > 0,

carries a univalent hyperball of positive radius. The Bloch constant of this family

is then the largest among such positive numbers.

Remarks. (1) In the case of one complex variable, each holomorphic mapping

/on the unit disc is a F-quasi-conformal mapping with K = 1.

(2) Under the condition (II), \Jj(0)\ > a > 0 coincides essentially with the

following condition:

(9) A/0) > a > 0.

Indeed, from |F-(0)| > A"(0) we know that A/0) > a implies |//0)| > a" > 0.

Conversely, a < \Jf(0)\ < A;(0) together with A/0) < FA/0) implies A/0)
> ax/nK~x > 0.

3. Lower bounds for the Bloch constants of c^. In this section, we determine

lower bounds of the Bloch constants on the hyperball relative to the family cJt\

satisfying certain normalization conditions at z = 0.

We begin with the following lemma:

Lemma. Let w = f(z) be a holomorphic mapping defined in a neighborhood of a

point t E C into C with Jj(t) 7^ 0. Suppose that Xj = A/z) is the positive square

root of the smallest characteristic value of the matrix A*A at t, where A = (df/dz).

Then the following hold:

(a) FAe mapping w = f(z) is univalent in any open convex subset K, t E K, of the

set

(1) nf={z:\\A(z)-A(t)\\<Xf),

where \\A\\ = supjx|=i \Ax\ and \x\ denotes the euclidean norm of the n-vector x.

(b) If r0 is the radius of the largest hyperball contained in Qf centered at t, then

f[B(t,r0)] contains the hyperball of radius r0Xf/2 centered at f(t), where B(t,r0)

= [z : \z - t\ < r0).

This lemma is a slight improvement over the result obtained by Takahashi [3].

We include here a proof for the sake of completeness.

Proof. Let z and z' be any two points in K and let o be the line segment which

joins z and z' in F. Then, by [4, p. 44],
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(2) f(z) - f(z') = /0' A(z' + s(z - z'))(z - z')ds.

Let f = z' + s(z — z'), and rewrite (2) as follows:

& Ii*) - /OO = A(t)(z - z') + fl (A(0 - A(t))(z - z')ds.

The triangle inequality together with the Schwarz inequality leads to

^ 1/00 - f(z')\ > \A(t)(z - z')\ - /0' \\A(S) - A(t)\\ \z - z'\ ds.

Since o is a compact subset of K, for all {En,

(5) \\A($) - A(t)\\ < X/00 - <)

for sufficiently small c > 0. Thus,

\f(z) ~f(z')\ > A/Ok - z'\ - X/0(1 - €)\z - z'\
(6)

= eA/0|z - z'| > 0,

from which/(z) is univalent in K. Inequality (6) follows from (4) when we use (5)

and

\A(t)(z - z')\ > X}(t)\z - z'\.

This proves (a). To prove (b), we let z' = / in (4). Then,

(7) \f(z) - /(0I > \A(t)(z - 0| - X' \\A(0 - A(t)\\ \z - t\ ds.

We write

F(s) = A(t + s(z - 0) - A(t) = A(Ç) - A(t),        0 < s < 1.

Then F(0) = 0,  F(l) = A(z) - A(t) and  ||F(j)|| = \\A(£) - A(t)\\ < X, for all

s E [0,1]. Hence, by the classical Schwarz lemma,

(8) ||F(i)|| = \\A(0 - ¿(OH < Xf(t)s.

From (7) and (8), we have

(9) \f(z) - f(t)\ > Xf\z - t\ - Xj[s2/2]o\z - t\ = Xy|z - t\/2.

Thus,/[F(/,r0)] D B[f(t),Xfr0/2].

From this lemma we obtain the following theorem which gives some informa-

tion about the set fy:

Theorem 1. Let <£Q be the family of univalent mappings w = f(z) on the unit

hyperball B satisfing (8) of §2. Iff E S0, then the set
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(10) %={z: \\(df/dz\-In ||< 1}

cannot cover B completely.

Proof. Suppose that B c ß/. By the previous lemma, (b), f(B) contains the

hyperball of radius 1 /2. Hence,

(11) Ko = K(£o) >   1/2.

But we always have that

(12) k0 < 1/4.

Indeed, the mapping

(13a) w=f(z) = (fx(z),...,f„(z))

with

(13b) wj = fj(z) = zj/(I - zj)2,       j = 1,..., «,

carries B onto the product domain Sx X... X S„ univalently, where Sj is the

complex plane minus the slit along the negative real axis from —1/4 to

-oo. (Observe that each j/z) is the Koebe function.) Moreover,/ G J¡0. Hence,

Ko < 1/4 which contradicts inequality (11). Therefore, fy must leave out points

of B.

Theorem 2. Let w = f(z) be a holomorphic mapping of BR in C into C" such that

(14) A/r) = max A/z) < F  for all r, 0 < r < R.

If Xj(0) ̂ = 0, then the following hold:

(a) w = f(z) is univalent in the hyperball B(0,ro) with r0 = FA/0)/2F.

(b)f[B(0,r0)] contains the hyperball F[/(0),r0A/0)/2].

Proof. From (14), we have

(15) \\Af(z) - Aj(0)\\ < \\Aj(z)\\ + ||/1/0)|| = A/z) + A/0) < 2F

for all |z| < F. By the Schwarz lemma, we obtain

(16) \\Aj(z) - /I/O)|| < 2K\z\/R    for |z| < F.

Indeed, let

(17) g(t) = rx[Af(tz/\z\) - Af(0)}
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for t E C with 0 < \t\ < R, and g(0) = 0 for t = 0. By (15),

||g(0|| = \\A(tz/\z\) - A(0)\\/\t\ < 2K/R    for |f| = F.

By the maximum principle,

\\g(t)\\ < 2K/R   for |/| < F.

In particular, let t = \z\ < R. Then,

\\g(\z\)\\ = \\A(z) - A(0)\\/\z\ < 2K/R,

which implies (16). From (16), we have

\\A(z) - A(0)\\ < X/0)

if |z| < r0 with r0 = RXf(0)/2K. By the above lemma, (a), w = f(z) is univalent in

B(0,r0). By the above lemma, (b), w =/(z) maps B(0,r0) onto a domain which

contains F[/(0),r0X/0)/2]. This proves the theorem.

Theorem 3. The Bloch constant ßx  of the family ^Jr\(K) of the holomorphic

mappings f : BR —» C", subject to the condition

(18) A/0) > a   for some a > 0,

satisfies the following inequalities:

(19a) ßx > Ra2/4K,

and

(19b) ß, > Ra2K0(N)/2K,       N = A/a,

in terms of the Koebe constant k0(N).

Proof. Inequality (19a) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2. To prove

(19b), we define

(20) g(f) = M/0)]"1 [/(r0f) - /(0)].

Then g(0) = 0, (dg/dÇ)0 = ln and w = g(f) is univalent in B by Theorem 2. Thus,

g E cS0(B). Moreover, for Ç E B,

(21) W\ < r0~x \\AJX(0)\\ \f(r0$) - f(0)\ < |/(r0f) - /(0)|/r0X/0).

Applying (2) of §3 to the mapping w = f(z) with z = r0f and z' = 0, we have

f(r0 i) - /(0) = X' Af(sr0 f)r0 Çds,       0 < s < 1.
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Hence,

l/0b£) -/(0)l < r0 £ \\Aj(sr0S)\\ds < r0K   for |£| < 1.

From (21), we have

(22) \g(0\ < r0K/rQXf(0) < K/a.

Thus, g(B) e BN with N = K/a. By definition, the Koebe constant satisfies the

following inequality:

k0 = k0(N) < min|g(f)|,

or

"o'bA/O) <min|/(r0n-/(0)|.

This implies that the Bloch constant ßx of the family ^ must satisfy

ßi > «o'bA/0) > Ra2K0(N)/2K,

which establishes inequality (19b).

Corollary 1. FAe Bloch constant of the family ^HX(K) of holomorphic mappings

f:B^C such that

(23) |//0)| = 1

satisfies the following inequalities:

(24a) ßx > 1/4F2""1

and

(24b) ßx > ko(N)/2K2"-x ,       N=K".

Proof. If / G <Jh(K) satisfies (23), then

1 = 1^/0)1 < A/0)Af'(0) < A/0)F"-'.

Hence, l/F""1 < A/0). Inequalities (24a) and (24b) follow from (19a) and (19b),

respectively, when we let F = 1 and a = Kx~".

Corollary 2. FAe Bloch constant of the family ¿J^ (K) of holomorphic mappings

f:B->C such that

(25) (df/dz)o = /„
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satisfies the inequalities

(26a) ßx > 1/4 A

and

(26b) ßx > ko(N)/2K,       N = K

4. Lower bounds for the Bloch constants of ^Hxx.

Theorem 4. The Bloch constant ßxl of the family <Jlxl (K) of K-quasi-conformal

holomorphic mappings f : BR —> C", subject to the condition (18) o/§3, satisfies the

following inequalities:

(la) ß„ > aF/4(2A+ 1)

and

(lb) ßxx > <xRk0(N)/2(2K +1),       A = 2A,

in terms of the Koebe constant k0(N).

Proof. Following the method used in [3], we define

(2a) cp(r) = X/0(F - r),

where

(2b) X/r) = max X/z),       0 < r < R.

Then (¡p(0) = X/0)F > aR and <p(F) = 0. Since <p(r) is a continuous function on

[0, R], there exists r0 E [0, F] such that tp(r0) = aR and <p(r) < aF for r0 < r

< F. Choose z°, |z°| < F with |z°| = r0, such that

(3) (¡dOo) = X/r0)(F - r0) = aR.

Then,

(4) X//o) = aR/(R - r0).

Let r = (F-/n)/2. Then 77(z°,t) c F(0,(F + r0)/2) c F(0,F), since if z

G F(z°,t), then |z| < |z°| + \z - z°\ < r0 + t = (R + r0)/2 < R. Set

(5) g«) = M/z°)]-' [/(z° + Tj) - /(z")],        |f | < 1,

where ^(z) = (df/dz)z. We note that ¿/'(z0) exists, since |det¿/z°)| > X"f(zQ)

> 0. Observe that

(6) (dg/dÇ) = AJ ' (z°M/ö,       | = z° + rf ;
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we have

(7) A/f) = \\Ag(0\\ < M/V)ll \\Af(0\\ < A/0/A/z").

Hence,

(8) A,(£) < FA/(F + r0)/2)Xfx(z°) < 2F.

The first inequality in (8) follows from inequality (II) and the second inequality

follows from (4) and (2a) with <p(r) < aR. From (6), we also have: A/0) = Xg(0)

= 1. Thus,

(9) \\Ag«) - Ag(0)\\ < Ag(í) + A/0) < 2F + 1    for \$\ < 1.

By the Schwarz lemma, see (16) of §3,

(10) \\AS(S) - ,4,(0)11 < (2K + l)lfl    for Ifl < 1'

or,

(H) \\Ag(S) - In\\ < \    for|f|< 1/(2F+ 1).

By the lemma, w = g(f) maps F[0,1/(2F + 1)] univalently onto a domain

containing the hyperball F[0,1 /(4F + 2)]. From (5), w = f(z) maps the subdo-

main B[z°,(R - r0)/(4F + 2)] of B(0,R) univalently onto a domain containing

the hyperball F[/(z°),aF/4(2F + 1)]. This proves (la). To obtain (2b), we let

(12) AO) = [sAg(0)]~x [g(s$) - g(0)],       s = 1/(2* + 1).

Then A(0) = 0, (dh/dÇ)0 = I„ and w = A(J) is univalent in B, since g is univalent

in B(0,s). Thus, A G ^0(^)- Moreover,

(13) \m\ < \gW) - 8(0)\/sXg(0) = \g(sO - g(0)\/s,

from (6). Applying (2) of §3 for the mapping g with z = if and z' = 0, we have

g(sO - S(0) = X' Ag(tsS)sSdt.

The Schwarz inequality yields

\g(sO - g(0)\ < £ \\Ag(tsS)\\s\S\dt < s £ Ag(tsOdt

for |f| < 1. From (8),

\g(sO - g(0)| < 2Ks = 2F/(2F + 1),
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and from (13),

(14) |n(f)| < 2K/s(2K + 1) = 2A.

By definition, the Koebe constant satisfies the following inequalities:

«b = k0(2K) < min\h(0\ = (2A + l)min|g(tf)|
(15) lfM lfl"'

< (2A + l)min|/(z° + rf) -/(z°)|/tX/z°).

Hence,

(16) ^SjM/ß) -/(z°)l > rXf(z°)K0/(2K + 1) = aRK0/2(2K + 1),

from which we have (lb).

Corollary 1. The Bloch constant of the family <=¥n(A) of K-quasi-conformal

holomorphic mappings f : B —> C such that 17/0)1 = 1 satisfies the following

inequalities:

(17a) j8„ > Kx/"/4K(2K+ 1) > 1/4A(2A-I- 1)

and

(17b) ßn > Kx/"k0(2K)/2K(2K + 1) > k0(2K)/2K(2K + 1).

Proof. By inequality (II) with z = 0,

i = |7/o)| < a/o)a;-'(0) < a«-'x;(0),

and, hence,

(18) A-*'-"^ < A/0).

Inequalities (17a) and (17b) follow from (la) and (lb) with a = A<|-',>/', and F = 1

when we observe K > 1.

Corollary 2. The Bloch constant of the family of K-quasi-conformal holomorphic

mappings f : B —> C iwcn that (df/dz)0 = I„ satisfies the following inequalities:

(19a) ßxx > 1/4(2A+ 1)

and

(19b) ßxx > k0(2K)/2(2K+ 1).

In particular, if n = 1, inen ßn > 1/12.
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Finally, from Theorem 4, we have the following corollary:

Corollary 3. For any f E ¿Jfn(K), defined on C and normalized by (18)

of §3, zAere exists a domain D c C in which w = f(z) is univalent and such that

f(D) contains the hyperballs of arbitrarily large radii.
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